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Bill Gee, Mike Tennant, and Joe Sikorski 

Introduction 

Carroll Cave is one of the premiere caves of Missouri and the Ozarks region.  At over 20 
miles of surveyed passage, it is the second longest cave in the state.  With three major arms 
and miles of side passages, Carroll feels like it is many caves within a single cave.  The history of 
Carroll Cave is intertwined with the history of Missouri caving.  The first documented trip into 
the cave occurred in association with the initial meeting of the newly formed Missouri 
Speleological Survey (MSS) in 1956. Discoveries ranging from a human skull to the Pleistocene 
bones of a dire wolf, tell us that the history of Carroll Cave goes back much further. 

Carroll Cave is located in Camden County in the southwestern quadrant of Missouri (Figure 
1).  The landscape above Carroll is fairly non-descript terrain of gently rolling pasture land with 
forested valleys. Used largely for cattle ranching and hay production, this understated area 
certainly does not 
seem like the site of 
Missouri's second 
longest known cave. 
Yet, as discussed 
below, it was the 
perfect setting for 
the formation of a 
very large cave 
system.   

Regionally, the 
area is better 
known for jet skis, 
wave runners, 
massive boats, the 
Party Cove, Bagnell 
Dam, Go Karts, 
Outlet Malls, and 
weekend getaways to "The Lake", all of which characterizes the Lake of the Ozarks, one of 
Missouri's premiere recreational destinations. But to geologists and cavers, Carroll Cave is part 
of the state’s largest physiographic region, the Salem Plateau (Figure 2), an area characterized 
by Ordovician aged bedrock that extends through the heart of the Ozarks in south-central 

Figure 1. Map showing location of Carroll Cave within Missouri. 
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Missouri and into northern Arkansas. The geology of the Salem Plateau has produced an 
incredibly cave-rich area with the highest density of caves in the state.  

Hydrogeology of the Carroll Cave-Toronto Springs System 
Wet Glaize Watershed 

Carroll Cave is located in the Wet Glaize Creek drainage basin within the Grandglaize Basin 
which in turn is part of the Osage River Basin and Lake of the Ozarks (Figure 3). The drainage 
area of Wet Glaize watershed is approximately 128 mi2 with elevation varying from 700 to 1140 
ft above sea level. The watershed is characterized by its karst topography in which the majority 
of the stream channels are losing streams recharging shallow karst aquifers. The watershed is 
composed of a fairly extensive network of first, second, and third order streams.  Wet Glaize is 
identified on topographic maps as the stream channel below the confluence of Sellers Hollow 
and Conns Creek.  One of the largest tributaries in the lower portion of the watershed is Mill 
Creek, which receives drainage from Carroll River via the natural entrance.  

The underlying bedrock is dominated by Ordovician aged (443-485 million years ago) 
dolomites and sandstones typical of the Salem Plateau. Bedrock stratigraphy is characterized as 

Figure 2. Physiographic regions of Missouri. 
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the Canadian Series of the Ordovician System with an average thickness of 685-885 ft and 
includes the following formations (top to bottom): Cotter Dolomite, Jefferson City Dolomite, 
Roubidoux Formation, Gasconade Dolomite, and Cotter Sandstone Member (Miller and 
Vandike, 1997).  Within Wet Glaize watershed, Cotter and Jefferson City Dolomites are not 
distinguished and the cave and karst areas are mainly within the Gasconade Dolomite. The 
overlying Roubidoux 
Formation exists in headwater 
drainages and ridge tops and 
the Cotter-Jefferson City 
Dolomite is exposed in a few 
areas near the Montreal Fault 
Block (Figure 3) and along the 
watershed divide 
(Middendorf, 1984). Additional 
structural features include the 
Mill Creek Fault and the Mill 
Creek Syncline. While many of 
the faults are minor in overall 
displacement, they play an 
important role in the loss of 
surface water to the 
subsurface environment. The 
dip across the study area is 
generally 1o to the east 
(Helwig, 1965).  Land cover is 
dominated by grasslands and 
deciduous forests, which 
account for 91% of the total 
area in the watershed. 

Toronto Springs (Figure 3) 
is located in the northern 
portion of the Wet Glaize 
drainage basin. The spring system consists of approximately 20 perennial and ephemeral 
springs which discharge from the alluvium on the north and south sides of the Wet Glaize 
floodplain. Two of the springs emerge from openings at the base of dolomite outcrops, with 
one known to be a cave. Average baseflow for the spring system is ~28 ft3/s with individual 
spring flows ranging from 0.4 to 3 ft3/s (Miller, 2010).  
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Carroll Cave is an extensive stream cave system, currently 20.17 mi in length and still being 
explored (see Survey and Cave Description below).  The cave is located in the northwestern 
portion of Wet Glaize watershed (Figure 3), and is mainly developed within the Gasconade 
Dolomite, but portions of Upper Thunder River extend into the Roubidoux Formation. The 
hydrology of the cave consists of three independent cave streams: Carroll River; Thunder River; 
and Confusion Creek (Figure 4). Thunder River, the largest of the cave streams, has an average 

daily flow of ~5 ft3/s and contains multiple tributaries along the 6.8 mi course of the cave 
stream, which drops nearly 200 ft in elevation, before reaching the water table at the Lake 
Room. The water from Thunder River has been positively dye traced to eight springs at Toronto 
Springs located 2.5 mi to the north (Vineyard and Feder, 1974). 
 
Dye Tracing & Recharge Area Delineation 

The previous work by Vineyard and Feder (1974) established the link between Thunder 
River and Toronto Springs, but not all of the springs were monitored and this work did not 
attempt to delineate the recharge area of the entire Carroll Cave system. Further, the existence 
of Confusion Creek was not known to these early scientists. Therefore, a more comprehensive 
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 effort was implemented to determine the recharge area and to better determine the 
connections between the cave streams and their resurgence at Toronto Springs (Miller, 2010; 
Miller et al., 2015). The possible connection of surface streams within Wet Glaize watershed to 
Toronto Springs was also included as part of the dye tracing project. Common fluorescent dyes 
were used, and a network of 36 monitoring sites, using charcoal packets, was established 
around the watershed, including 11 springs at Toronto Springs, 17 sites in the cave, the main 
channel of Wet Glaize Creek, and all major tributaries in the watershed (Figure 5).  

Results of the traces showed that losing streams in Traw, Davis, and South Barnett Hollows 
were the primary sources of water to Thunder River (Figure 5). Confusion Creek is recharged by 

sinkholes in upper Barnett Hollow and to the west overlapping the drainage divide with Ha Ha 
Tonka spring. No dye was detected in the Carroll River arm of the cave, leading to the  
conclusion that its drainage source is only from epikarstic aquifers located above and adjacent 
to the cave system. With respect to Toronto Springs, the results showed that both Thunder 
River and Confusion Creek were connected to the same eight springs and that Wet Glaize was 
also connected to 10 of them (Figure 6). These results provided critical insights to the hydrology 
of the Carroll Cave-Toronto Springs system. The connection of Thunder River and Confusion 

Figure 5.  Estimated recharge area of Carroll Cave is 7.2 mi2.  Recharge 
occurs mainly from losing streams in Traw, Davis, and South Barnett 
Hollows (Miller, 2010). 
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Creek to the same set of springs suggested that the two streams converged into a single 
phreatic conduit that extends north towards Toronto Springs. Near the springs, it apparently 
divides into smaller conduits extending to individual springs or groups of springs. Water from 
Thunder River and Confusion Creek was also demonstrated to flow under the Wet Glaize 
channel to resurge from as many as four springs on the north side of the stream. Given that the 
bedrock below the stream valley is all Gasconade Dolomite with no known confining layer, this 
finding provided further support for the existence of distinct conduits to the springs.  
Connection of Wet Glaize Creek to the springs, eight of which were in common with Thunder 
River and Confusion Creek, indicated that several of the springs were a mixture of water from 
Carroll Cave and Wet Glaize Creek.  This led to the hypothesis that the springs, or groups of 
springs, may have different chemical and physical properties. The dye traces also established 
that Toronto Springs represents one type of distributary spring system having the following 
characteristics: 1) multiple springs in close geographic proximity to one another; 2) springs 
having shared recharge areas; and 3) flow through a shared conduit system.  
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Carroll Cave and Wet Glaize Creek – Recharge Sources to Toronto Springs  
To test the hypothesis that the springs may have different water properties, Carroll Cave 

(Thunder River), Wet Glaize Creek, and the 13 springs shown in Figure 6 were monitored over a 
two-year period. Data was collected for a variety of factors, including temperature, pH, 
conductivity, and concentrations of calcium (Ca2+), magnesium (Mg2+), and bicarbonate (HCO3

-). 
Statistical analyses of these data showed that many of the springs differed in these factors 
(Miller et al., 2015).  In addition, the ion concentrations showed that Carroll Cave generally had 
the highest concentrations, Wet Glaize Creek the lowest, and the springs were intermediate. 
From this observation, a simple model describing the mixing of the two recharge sources at 
each spring was developed. The mixing model estimated that eight of the springs (TS1, TS4-7, 
TS10, TS11, TS13) had nearly equal proportions of recharge from Carroll Cave and Wet Glaize 
Creek, one spring (TS2) was dominated by recharge from Wet Glaize Creek, and two springs 
(TS8 and TS12) were dominated by recharge from Carroll Cave (Figure 7). Spatially, the eight 

springs with similar recharge proportions, and therefore ion concentrations, were distributed 
throughout the flood plain and on both sides of the stream channel. These results were 
consistent with the idea that separate sub-surface conduits flowed to specific springs or groups 
of springs. The model was seemingly incorrect for TS8 and TS2, since dye tracing showed no 
connection to Carroll Cave. For TS8, the model reflected the fact that Carroll Cave and TS8 had 
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similar ion concentrations because their aquifers were both formed in Gasconade Dolomite. At 
TS2, the apparent contribution of Carroll Cave (9%) indicated that another groundwater source 
provided a small fraction of the recharge to this spring.  

 
Conceptual Model for the Carroll Cave-Toronto Springs System 

Distributary spring systems have often been viewed in a simplistic manner in which the 
various springs were presumed to derive from a common recharge source, resurging through 
the alluvium at various locations. Results from this study show that this view is incorrect for 
Toronto Springs, and the individual springs represent different mixing zones with distinct water 
chemistry. Results of the mixing models along with previous hydrologic studies (Miller, 2010), 
the survey of the Carroll Cave system, and known structural features of the Wet Glaize 
watershed (Helwig, 1965; Middendorf, 1984; Miller, 2010), supported the hypothesis that 
separate conduits recharge the springs and that surface and subsurface water interactions 
occur along these flowpaths.  

The conceptual model (Figures 8 and 9) describes the system based on the known losing 
stream recharge sources to Carroll Cave (Figure 5). These losing streams recharge either 

Thunder River, a Thunder River tributary (DL7), or Confusion Creek within Carroll Cave, but 
eventually converge into a single large conduit at the water table that extends for 
approximately 2.5 mi northeast towards Toronto Springs. The lower portion of this large 
conduit is viewed as the major mixing zone of Wet Glaize Creek with Carroll Cave groundwater 
(Figure 9). Structural faults of the Montreal Fault Block and cutoff springs along Wet Glaize 
Creek provide the probable conduits that facilitate the mixing of surface and ground waters 
that subsequently resurge as distinct spring outlets along the north and south sides of Wet 
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Glaize. This represents a new concept for the hydrogeology of distributary spring systems in 
that the water discharging from the springs at Toronto Springs is not geochemically 
homogenous but is dependent on the mixing of groundwater and surface flow systems. 
Toronto Springs represents a unique distributary spring system created by the unusual 
combination of a large karst recharge area in close proximity to a major fault block. Detailed 
information about this work, including field and laboratory methods, and data analysis and 
interpretation can be found in Miller (2010) and Miller et al. (2015).  

 
History of Exploration and Survey 

The following is a very brief history of the cave and its exploration. For additional details, 
please see the article by Johnson (2005) which provides a much more comprehensive account 
of the cave’s history. The first documented exploration trip into Carroll Cave was in 1956 and 
led by Dr. Oscar Hawksley, a professor of biology at Central Missouri State University (now the 
University of Central Missouri). At the time the cave was known to local residents as Traw Cave, 
named for the Traw family who owned the natural entrance from 1840 to 1920. Within the 
caving community, it was generally referred to as Wet Glaize Cave, and it was another three 
years before the cave would be known as Carroll Cave in honor of Charlie Carroll, then owner of 
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the natural entrance. Almost assuredly, Native Americans and previous landowners entered the 
cave long ago given its large and obvious entrance in the Mill Creek valley.  

The survey of the cave began in 1956 through the impetus of Hawksley, Jerry Vineyard, and 
Frank Dahlgren. The Carroll Cave survey was the first project of the newly formed Missouri 
Speleological Survey (MSS), with Hawksley, Vineyard, and Dahlgren serving as the officers. In 
addition, some of Missouri's most productive and pioneering cavers were involved, including 
Dwight Weaver, Tex Yokum, John Cantwell, George Dieke, Don Rimbach, and Dave Hoffman, 
among many others. On the first survey trip, they mapped upstream in Carroll River to the 

Paradise Passage (CR3) at just over 7,000 ft into the cave and discovered the Paradise Room. 
The room is extremely decorated and best known for the Azure Pool and impressive flowstone 
that extends from wall-to-wall (Figure 10).  Unfortunately, they realized the area had been 
scooped as muddy foot and hand prints on the white formations were evident. To this day, 
getting scooped has remained an all too common experience for surveyors of the cave.  Pushing 
further, the survey was extended another 3,000 ft into a very decorated portion of the main 
passage beyond CR3. They ended the day nearly 2 miles into the cave with going trunk passage 
extending into blackness. By November 1956, Thunder River passage was discovered, and the 
survey was extended into Lower Thunder River. By August 1958, the Lake Room was 
discovered, but it would not be until March 1963 that the survey would reach this point on a 
trip led by David Hoffman. Hoffman would remain the driving force for the Carroll survey 
through the 1970’s, leading an effort that resulted in an estimated 11.25 mi of mapped 
passage. During these early years, explorers also noted the existence of numerous side 

Figure 10. The Azure Pool in the Paradise Room. Photos by Rick Hines. 
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passages that, other than CR3, remained unexplored. Meanwhile, Upper Thunder River was 
pushed to the Breakdown Barrier which was eventually penetrated in 1976 by Hoffman and 
others and another half mile of trunk passage was discovered. As part of his thesis, James 
Helwig (1965) produced a map of the main trunk passages, and this map would remain the 
most widely distributed depiction of Carroll for the next 35 years.  

All of these trips began at the Natural Entrance which added 2.5 hours travel time each way 
from what contemporary surveyors experience.  The early surveyors lacked the benefits of 
modern fabrics, nylon cave suits, supple wetsuits, and long-lasting LED lights. They embraced 
cotton, denim, stiff rubber, wool, and carbide lighting to explore the far reaches of Carroll. The 
practice of camping in the cave for marathon mapping trips began early on in the project, 
starting with camp trips to the Lunch Room and later to T-Junction.  Epic and punishing 
ventures from the Natural Entrance to the far reaches of DL7 were chronicled, but the cave 
never ended.  Ultimately, the survey effort waned as the strain of long trips took its toll, but 
these early explorers and surveyors are to be commended for their incredible effort.  It never 
ceases to amaze as one struggles up and down the Hills of Hell in DL7 seeing survey markers in 
clay hilltops which are 50 years old. 

Over the years the legend of Carroll grew widely within the cave community and the bulk of 
the visitation was for recreational trips. These trips began to take a toll on the cave, and 
concern over its future grew, so a gate was installed with the permission of the Carroll family in 
1968. In 1976, the cave was designated as a National Natural Landmark. To better manage the 
cave, Vineyard led an effort to have the Missouri Department of Natural Resources purchase 
the land around the cave’s entrance, but funds were never appropriated for the purchase. In 
the meantime, the relationship between the Carroll family and cavers deteriorated and the 
heirs to the Carroll property, the Pemberton family, eventually put their own lock on the gate 
and refused access to cavers. To this day, the Pemberton’s will not grant access to the cave. 
However, in the 1980’s the rebar gate was compromised and covert access occurred unabated 
for the next 20 years.  

 
Carroll Cave Conservancy 

The Sinkhole Dig 
Given the long-standing problems with access, Rick Hines, a caver with the Kansas City Area 

Grotto, began an effort to dig a new entrance (see Hines, 2002a and 2002b for more details). In 
October 1994, Hines embarked on a fact finding trip to the Carroll Cave area to meet with the 
landowners over the known cave. His goal was to find a landowner that would grant permission 
to dig a new entrance to Carroll. Eventually, he met Greg Fry, who was willing to allow the dig 
project in a trashed filled sinkhole on his property. Hines had previously heard stories of an 
entrance into Carroll through such a trash filled sink.  A GPS reading showed the location to be 
directly over the upstream mapped end of Thunder River.   
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 With anticipation of a quick breakthrough, Hines organized a dig to open a new entrance to 
Carroll.  The sinkhole dig was started on November 18, 1995, and after a weekend of removing 
trash, no breakthrough was in sight.  Undeterred, the digs continued, and in December 1997, 
the dig reached 32 ft, with good air flow emerging between the rocks.  However, the 
unconsolidated rock made stabilizing the walls an increasing problem as they went deeper, 
requiring installation of 6 ft diameter steel pipe to shore the walls and allow for safe 
continuation of the dig. In July 1999, cave passage was intersected, and the airflow remained 
strong. By December 1999, additional digging in the sinkhole could only be continued safely if a 
great deal of additional shoring were put into place. The shoring would be difficult and time 
consuming, and the dig was reluctantly abandoned after five years and over 1000 caver-days of 
effort. Thus, the sinkhole dig was put on hold and other locations for accessing Carroll were 
considered. After seeing and rejecting several potential dig/drill sites, it was decided that a 
centrally located spot was needed for the new dig location.  

During the sinkhole dig, the cavers involved decided an organization was needed to ensure 
proper management of the cave once access was re-gained. The Carroll Cave Conservancy (CCC) 
was formed in January 1998 “to manage Carroll Cave in a manner that minimizes damage to the 
cave and its fauna while providing access for scientific study and exploration by responsible 
cavers.” The CCC obtained IRS 501 (c) (3) tax exempt status, and a lease for the property over 
the T-Junction was signed with landowner, Chris Danuser. 
 
The T-Junction Dig 

The T-Junction, at the intersection of the Carroll River and Thunder River arms of the cave, 
was to be the site of the new dig effort. However, creating an entrance at this location would 
require drilling and digging through about 120 ft of bedrock to reach the cave. They also had to 
be sure the new dig was in the right place. It was decided that a 9-inch diameter pilot hole 
would be drilled into the cave and, once the location was confirmed, the hole would be 
enlarged to 30 inches.  A local well driller was hired and the pilot hole was successfully 
completed after drilling through 118.5 ft of bedrock on November 10, 2000. The location was 
ideal; situated at the top of a breakdown pile with good access to Carroll River and Upper and 
Lower Thunder River passages. Next, a backhoe was used to remove 9 ft of overburden in order 
to get to the bedrock, and the overburden was stabilized with a steel tank placed in the 
excavated hole. At this point, it became apparent that explosives were going to be needed. A 
web search led Hines to Dr. Paul Worsey, Director of Explosives Engineering Education at the 
University of Missouri-Rolla (now Missouri University of Science and Technology). It turned out 
that Worsey was already familiar with the dig through one of his students, who was a caver.  
Soon, Worsey and a few of his students became enthusiastic supporters of the T-Junction dig, 
providing training to CCC members on the safe use of explosives. A blast procedure and 
checklist were developed and used for each cycle of blasts. The first blast was conducted on 
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October 14, 2001 (Figure 11), and after 
61 cycles of blasting and removing rock 
debris, they were within 4 ft of the 
cave. The final breakthrough occurred 
on  July 28, 2002, when the last 4 ft 
were breached with a jackhammer. 
Carroll Cave now had a backdoor 
entrance! After the breakthrough, the 
shaft was expanded to a 32 inch 
minimum diameter and scaled to 
remove loose rock.  In the cave, the 
debris cone was leveled, creating a 
platform with sufficient headroom for 
cavers getting off rope. Six 20-ft heavy 
duty aluminum ladders were connected 
to each other and anchored to the 
shaft.  Concrete was poured below the 
shaft for the ladder base and a safety 
cable anchor. A stainless steel cable 
runs up the center of the ladder and is 
used with cable safety ascenders to 
allow non-vertical cavers access.  Most 
cavers rappel in and climb the ladder 
out with a safety. 

 The steel tank, placed in the hole 
following backhoe excavation of the 
overburden, now forms the basement 
of an entrance building. The entrance 
building is formed from a 16 ft tall by 16 
ft diameter salvaged metal silo (Figure 
12). Two stainless steel access ports are 
embedded in the concrete floor of the 
silo.  One access port is used to enter 
the basement area to rappel down the 
shaft, and the other is directly over the shaft and can be used with a safety winch to raise an 
injured caver if necessary.  The access ports minimize air flow into and out of the cave.  Both 
the silo and the ports are locked for security.   From the basement one enters the shaft and 
drops through a 120 ft long cold shower to the T-Junction passage below (Figure 13). 

Figure 11.  The first blast of the T-Junction Dig. 
Photo by Rick Hines. 
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Figure 13. The basement area and top of the backdoor entrance 
shaft. Photos by Dan Lamping. 

 

Figure 12. Silo covering the backdoor entrance. Photo by Dan Lamping. 
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CCC Project Work Begins   

With the completion of the backdoor entrance, CCC project work began almost immediately 
in the late summer and fall of 2002. Four projects were initially established: biology; 
restoration; safety, and survey. A fifth project, hydrology, was later added. All of the projects 
remain active and are the core reasons for the CCC’s existence. Beyond the project work, the 
CCC has led annual landowner trips and held a landowner meeting to remain connected to and 
inform the local community about the cave. As mentioned below, the CCC supports science and 
education activities and members remain active in the management of this amazing 
underground wilderness.  
 
Biology  
The purpose of the biology project is to create a baseline of data regarding the biota within 
Carroll Cave and to analyze the data for trends in the population of various animals.  Several 
sites were established that are repeatedly checked and the data compared over time.  This 
project has been led by CCC member Bill Gee in consultation with Dr. David Ashley of Missouri 
Western State University in St. Joseph.  Ashley teaches several classes which have an emphasis 
on cave biology and ecology.  Students from those classes use Carroll Cave as a field instruction  

exercise and assist the CCC in acquiring needed biological data. Biological monitoring sites 
have been established throughout the cave including bait sticks, guano pile gages, and clay tiles 
placed in streams. 

Carroll Cave is home to one of the most significant populations of Southern Blind Cave Fish 
(Typhlichthys subterraneus) currently known. The fish have been observed throughout the cave 
in Carroll and Thunder River passages. They are consistently found in all the passages with 
perennial stream flow, but have also been seen in pools of intermittently flowing side passages. 
The majority of the fish are in Thunder River and its tributaries, including a major population in 
the UL2 side passage (Figure 14).  The population of fish has remained fairly constant over the 
13 years data has been collected.  More information about the Southern Cavefish in general can 
be found on the web sites for the Missouri Department of Conservation 
(http://mdc.mo.gov/discover-nature/field-guide/southern-cavefish) and the IUCN Red List of 
Threatened Species (http://www.iucnredlist.org/details/22599/0). There are also significant 
populations of isopods (species unknown) and grotto salamanders (Eurycea spelaea).  Other 
endemic animals include springtails, ptomophagus beetles, millipedes, pseudo-scorpions, 
webworms, and on rare occasions, cave salamanders (Eurycea lucifuga) have been observed. 
Interestingly, no amphipods, which are common to Ozark cave streams, have been seen in the 
main streams or tributaries.  

The cave is used by several species of bats.  The Tri-colored bat (Perimyotis subflavus; 
formerly Eastern Pipistrelle) is found in small numbers all over the cave.  Both Indiana (Myotis 
sodalis) and Grey (Myotis grisescens) bat colonies have been seen in the cave, along with an 

http://mdc.mo.gov/discover-nature/field-guide/southern-cavefish
http://www.iucnredlist.org/details/22599/0
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occasional sighting of Northern Long-Ear bats (Myotis septentrionalis).  The gate at the natural 
entrance is made of rebar and is not bat-friendly.  This has probably reduced bat usage of the 
cave since it was built in the late 1960s.  The first 3000 ft or so of passage from the natural 
entrance is extensively stained, suggesting larger bat populations in the past than the few 
thousand seen now.  

   
Hydrology 

As discussed above, the cave contains three separate streams, two of which (Confusion 
Creek and Thunder River) converge and discharge at Toronto Springs (Figure 14).  Carroll River 
flows out the natural entrance and is typically a slow-flowing stream with many deep pools. 

With respect to flow and channel size, the major stream is Thunder River. The goal of this 
project, also led by Gee, was to provide high resolution measurement of the cave stream levels 
and relate changes in level to precipitation. The CCC purchased several data loggers to record 
stream level, water temperature, and rainfall events. Data loggers were deployed in Thunder 

Figure 14. Carroll Cave lineplot and major features. Data as of December 29, 2014.  
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River, Carroll River, and the UL2 side passage, and data are recorded every 30 minutes.  The raw 
data and the graphs from previous years are available for download from the Carroll Cave 
Conservancy (http://www.carrollcave.org/). 

 The normal level of the rivers at the data logger locations is about 1 ft, but significant spikes 
have been recorded, especially in Thunder River.  There have been several occasions when the 
stream rose to over 22 ft at the ladder and over 12 ft in UL2.  At 22 ft, the Lower Thunder River 
portion of the cave is flooded to the ceiling. Carroll River shows much less variation, but spikes 
of 4 ft have been observed. The river levels respond to rain events in just a few hours. In spite 
of the large size of the cave, a weather watch is still required.  The cave can and does flood to 
fatal levels. 
 
Restoration 

As previously discussed, the cave has seen a great deal of traffic over the years and major 
areas, especially in Carroll River, have been damaged. Much of the damage is to the floor of the 
cave where a lack of established trails resulted in random “elephant tracks” throughout some 
areas.  Many formations, especially flowstone on the floor, were heavily damaged. Because of 
this, the restoration project was needed to begin cleaning up areas that could be salvaged and 
to establish trails in Carroll River and Upper Thunder. The project was initially led by Mike 
Hartley and later by D. J. Hall. A major effort started by Hartley and CCC volunteers was the 
cleaning of damaged flowstone near the Water Barrier in the Carroll River arm. Other efforts 
have included flagging sensitive areas to avoid damage by foot traffic and an extensive effort to 
place reflective markers in Carroll River and Upper Thunder. The difficult, slow work to clean 
damaged areas continues on and volunteers for this project are always needed. 

 
Safety 

The vast extent of the cave, a vertical entrance, and the flood-prone nature of Carroll made 
it evident that safety considerations would always be an important aspect of the CCC. The goal 
has always been to ensure that cavers over many years and varying experience will consistently 
be as safe as possible. Initially led by Terry Defraites and now by D. J. Hall, the Safety project 
has taken a number of steps to ensure caver safety. As mentioned above, upon completion of 
the silo, one of the first things done was to install a safety winch in the event of injury or 
exhaustion such that a caver could not climb the ladder. Additional ropes and rigging gear are 
also stored in the silo. Further, several safety caches, with first aid supplies, blankets, and food, 
were stored around the cave. A trip leader system was adopted in which only trained and 
experienced cavers could request and lead trips. Periodic trip leader safety training sessions 
were held at the cave for CCC members wanting to become trip leaders. A joint training session 
was also held with the Camdenton Fire Department to familiarize them with our operations and 
the rappel down the backdoor entrance. We also showed them our trip permit system so that 

http://www.carrollcave.org/
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they would know how many people were in the cave and their expected exit time. In the event 
of an emergency, the fire personnel would know what to expect and who to contact. 
 
Survey 

Despite major effort, previous survey projects did not produce a complete map of the 
Carroll system. The limits of human ability and stamina were reached by these intrepid 
surveyors, and the 11.25 miles mapped by Hoffman et al., without several large side passages 
included, hinted at the scope of the effort. The creation of the Backdoor entrance changed the 
view that Carroll could never be completely surveyed and created the impetus for the region's 
largest survey project in a generation. In the early 2000's plans began shaping up to initiate a 
new survey project with the goals of remapping all of the main passages, and for the first time, 
to pull tape into the reported hundreds of side passages which had never been 
surveyed. Starting in September 2002, survey trips began work in Upper Thunder River, running 
a transit through the main stream and attacking the first few side passages.   

Nearly as large as the cave were some of the colorful personalities which were involved in 
the survey at the beginning.  Within the first year organizational conflicts began to swell 
between specific surveyors and others within the CCC creating an uncertain future for those 
involved in the mapping project.  Concerns over management plans, speculative scooping, and 
bursting egos combined with combative group emails became an ominous distraction.  By 
August 2003 several people who initially set the survey's course had dropped from the scene, 
leaving an infant project in the eager hands of what would become the core group of Carroll's 
mappers.  In November 2003, Bob Lerch, a caver from Columbia, Missouri, agreed to take the 
reins and manage the survey of Carroll.  From this point on a new direction was set, largely 
absent of conflict and consistently productive.  Also out of Columbia and very active, especially 
in the early years were Bob's son Andy Lerch, Rita Warden, Roger Brown, Amber Spohn and Ben 
Miller, who would become a driving force in the survey.  From Rolla's MSM Spelunkers Club, 
Matt Goska and Mike Freeman were active within the first few years.  Jeff "Spike" Crews, also 
an MSM Spelunker, and a regular throughout the project, became cartographer for part of 
Upper Thunder River.  Several cavers from St. Louis became involved in the project within the 
first year, including Dan Lamping, Tony Schmitt, and Joe Sikorski, all three of whom became 
frequent participants throughout the life of the project and who've each taken on cartographic 
responsibilities.  These cavers out of Columbia, Rolla and St. Louis would become the core of 
Carroll's survey, though many other cavers have helped throughout the years.  Jeff Page, Dan 
and Andy Isbell, Randy Bruegger and particularly Bill Gee of the Kansas City Area Grotto all 
helped survey in the early years.  Keeping with tradition, Lake Ozarks Grotto also had 
involvement in the beginning of Carroll's survey with Ron Lather leading many of the transit 
surveys.  Over time Carroll lured many survey slaves including Dan Austin, Joe Berg, Joel 
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Despain, Andy Free, Josh Hafner, Charlie Knight, Val Schmidt, Ashley Fleming Sikorski, Jeremy 
Stayton, Mike and Natalia Tennant, Roger Webb, Shawn Williams and over 60 others.  
 
The CCC Survey 
 
Annual Progress  
Three major surveys were designated, one for each major arm the cave: C Survey – Carroll 
River; D survey – Downstream Thunder; and U survey – Upper Thunder. Continuing the 
tradition started by the original surveyors, side passage naming conventions were given the 
main survey prefix followed by the passage’s order on the left or right relative to the Backdoor 
entrance where the new survey began. For example, UL1 is the first left-hand side passage 
along the U survey (looking into the cave). In 2002-03, all the survey effort was focused on the 
U survey and three of its side passages - UR1, UL2, and UL3 (Figure 14). In the first 15 months of 
the survey, 12,594 ft (2.39 miles) were mapped, with over half this total in UL2 and UL3 (Figure 
15). In 2004, we continued pushing the U trunk and UL2 and started the UL4/UL5 side passage 
in Upper Thunder. Later in the year, we turned our attention to the C survey in Carroll River, 
reeling off nearly 12,000 ft of relatively easy sketching in big passage in just 3 months! We 
mapped 22,064 ft (4.18 miles) in 2004. In 2005, we focused much of our efforts on getting the 
Downstream Thunder section of the cave started. We re- established a camp at Jerry’s Cairn 
from which we worked upstream and downstream from this point, eventually tieing-in the 
trunk (D survey) from the Backdoor entrance to just past DL7. We pushed the U survey several 

Figure 15. Total surveyed distance by year. 
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thousand feet beyond the old map. Weekend camp trips became common in both Upstream 
and Downstream Thunder in 2005. Our longest trip to date was a 6-day trip in which just over 
4,800 ft were mapped, splitting our time between Upper and Lower Thunder camp sites. In all, 
we mapped 22,719 ft (4.30 miles) in 2005 – our most productive year – bringing the total 
surveyed to 57,377 ft (10.87 miles) by the end of 2005. Although the number of survey 
participants on each trip had declined in 2004 and 2005, these productive years served to 
solidify the core group of surveyors. 

By 2006, easy leads were almost done and camping remained the preferred way to make 
progress. We continued all three of the main surveys, pushing the C survey to the Mountain 
Room in Carroll, the U survey beyond the Breakdown Barrier in Upper Thunder, and into huge 
trunk passage in Lower Thunder. Side passages were also an emphasis, with trips to all arms of 
the cave. Although less productive than 2004 and 2005, we still racked up 14,452 ft (2.73 miles) 
in 2006. In just over 4 years, the total footage of 71,829 ft (13.6 miles) had surpassed previously 
reported surveyed lengths for Carroll, demonstrating the major advantage of our new entrance 
location. In 2007 and 2008, the leads were further and further and the footage per trip less and 
less. Nonetheless, the main surveys were all pushed to an end (or nearly so), having reached 
major milestones such as the natural entrance, the Lake Room, and just past the terminal 
waterfall in Upper Thunder River by the end of 2007. Also, the early portions of the U survey 
from U00 to U89 needed to be re-surveyed, and the NU survey started in July 2007. The main 
focus, though, was pushing side passages in all arms of the cave. In Lower Thunder, DL7 and its 
side passages DL7-L6 (Moonwalk) and DL7-L7 (Bartertown) headed into unknown territory, and 
by the end of 2008, the surveyors were especially excited about the numerous virgin leads in 
the DL7 side passages. Footage totals were 10,508 ft (1.99 miles) for 2007 and only 5,756 ft 
(1.09 miles) for 2008. After six years of survey, the total distance surveyed was now 88,092 ft 
(16.68 miles) with an estimated passage length of 81,421 ft (15.42 miles).  

Eventually, it came to the point where trips out from Jerry’s Cairn camp were in the range of 
18 hours and getting longer.  This prompted what began as a joke to set up a "push camp" at 
the back of the North Fork of DL7 (Figure 14).  Within a few months that joke was becoming an 
aching reality as plans began to shape up for stashing food and other equipment in the most 
remote reaches of the cave. In 2009, Push Camp became a reality. Nothing pleasant can be said 
about Push Camp; it’s only redeeming value was its proximity to the frontier of DL7 side 
passages. The lure of virgin passage resulted in seven trips into the side passages of DL7 in 2009 
and an upswing in footage compared to the previous year. Nearly a mile of hard-earned virgin 
passage was mapped and a new room, Van Gogh’s Hall (about 20’ tall X 100’ long X 30’ wide), 
was discovered in the Moonwalk. On a 5-day trip to Push Camp, four surveyors (Lamping, Lerch, 
Miller, and Sikorski) mapped 3,260.45 ft in the Moonwalk and Bartertown. The end of the north 
fork of DL7 was also reached in 2009, 195 stations from its intersection with main passage. 
Several side passages in Carroll River were also pushed, and overall, 9,604 ft (1.81 miles) were 
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surveyed in 2009. In 2010, side passage work continued in the Phantom side passage (UL6 and 
UL7) complex, DL8, CR4, and CR9. In addition, a low muddy crawl near the end of main DL7, 
named the Slimy Wookie, connected to the third separate stream in the cave, Confusion Creek. 
The long, hard trips in modest to small passage yielded 6,592 ft (1.25 miles) of hard-earned 
footage in 2010.  

The last year of decent footage for the project was 2011 partly due to some big days for the 
NU survey in Upper Thunder and continuing footage in DL7 side passages. The last trip to Push 
Camp at the end of 2011 racked up 3,483.1 ft in a 5-day trip, and pushed the total for the year 
to 7,336 ft (1.39 miles). At this point, DL7 and its side passages had reached 21,100 ft (4.00 
miles) and the total surveyed distance was at 111,624 ft with an estimated passage length of 
102,736 ft (19.46 mi). At some point in 2011, we passed Berome Moore Cave (18.0 miles) to 
become the 2nd longest cave in Missouri. By 2012, interest in the project began to wane and the 
distance surveyed along with it. The number of trips in 2012 fell to six, then four in 2013, and 
only two in 2014. Various side passage leads continued to be pushed during this time, especially 
the south fork of DL7. An additional 5,484 ft (1.04 miles) were added during these three years, 
bringing the current totals to 117,109 ft surveyed and estimated passage length of 106,471 ft 
(20.17 miles).  

Currently, Carroll is the 33rd longest cave in the U.S. A breakdown of the surveyed distances, 
number of stations, and ft/station by passage is provided in Table 1.  While the majority of the 
cave length is associated with the main passages, the bulk of the time and effort has been 
devoted to the side passages. As can be seen from Table 1, trunk passage generally has much 
easier survey conditions, based on the ft/survey station, compared to progress in any of the 
side passages. 

 
Data and Cartography 

To ensure reasonable data quality, simple standards were developed. Compass and 
clinometer readings always included fore and back sights whenever possible and had to be 
within 2 degrees for both instruments. If a team had difficulty in readily achieving this level of 
precision after a few shots, it was almost always an indicator of an inaccurate instrument or 
magnetic effects on the compass. Corrective action, such as using a back-up instrument or 
eliminating sources of magnetism, could be done in the cave and instrument reading errors 
were kept to a reasonable minimum. Distance was measured to the nearest 0.05 ft with either 
a fiberglass tape or Disto laser device. The survey has amassed 86 separate loops; 59 loops 
(69%) had 1.00% error or less, and only nine loops were >1.80%. The one loop error >3% is 
known to be due to a 100 degree compass error that was not caught in the cave. Out of 3,527 
stations and 14,108 instrument readings, only 10 shots were not within the desired +/- 2 
degrees. The longest loop had 97 shots made over four years by many different surveyors and  
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Table 1. Estimated passage lengths of Carroll Cave.  

Passage Distance # of Stations Ft/Station
§
 

Upstream Thunder Feet   

    Main (U Survey) 14,949.7 448 33.4 

    UL2 7,684.1 366 21.0 

    UL3 6,706.8 320 21.0 

    UL4/5 2,189.4 142 15.4 

    UR1 1,535.0 50 30.7 

    Other Side Passages 4,241.5 217 19.5 

 Sub-total 37,306.5 1543 24.2 

Carroll River    

    Main (C Survey) 13,975.7 235 59.4 

    CR3 (Paradise Passage) 2,396.6 69 34.7 

    CR4 (Trunk-in-the-Junk) 1,811.6 88 20.6 

    Turnpike 1,491.0 57 26.2 

    CL3 1,202.3 35 34.4 

    Other Side Passages 4,555.9 247 18.4 

 Sub-total 25,433.1 731 34.8 

Downstream Thunder    

    Main (D Survey) 17,869.5 399 44.8 

    DL7 22,806.3 742 30.7 

    DL8 608.3 26 23.4 

    Other Side Passages 2,447.6 90 27.2 

 Sub-Total 43,731.7 1257 34.8 

TOTAL 106,471.3 
(20.17 miles) 

3531 30.2 

§Indicator of survey difficulty.  
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instruments, yet the error was only 0.21%. Thus, the simple criteria for data collection have 
consistently resulted in high quality survey data for over 13 years.   

In the cave, the scale used by sketchers varies according to the passage size. Because of the 
abundance of large passages, most sketches have been done at 1” = 40’, but 1:20 and even 1:10 
scales were used as needed. All field notes have been scanned and the data entered initially in 
Compass. Compass .DAT files are also converted to Walls .SRV files as both programs have 
desirable features and are easy to interchange. The drafted maps are being drawn at 1:50, and 
scaled lineplots are generated with Walls and exported as .WMF files. To spread out the 
drafting workload, the cave was divided into 11 separate sheets, varying in size (height X width) 
from 56 in X 41 in to 41 in X 64 in. Cartographers include Josh Brewer, Jeff Crews, Dan Lamping, 
Bob Lerch, Ben Miller, Tony Schmitt, and Joe Sikorski. The drafting details have generally been 
left to each cartographer, but the maps have very similar qualities as we gather feedback 
amongst ourselves. To date, three sheets have been completed: C1 by Tony Schmitt; D1 by Dan 
Lamping (Merit Award winner at the 2014 Convention); and D5 by Josh Brewer is or soon will 
be completed. The goal is to have three more sheets completed by this year’s convention.  

The location of the Backdoor Entrance was measured with a highly accurate GPS unit, and 
station U00, at the top of the shaft, became the reference station for the cave. Using, Walls or 
Compass software, every station could be converted to UTM coordinates and the lineplot 
overlaid on the topographic map of the area (Figure 16). This allows for visualization of the cave 

Figure 16. Carroll Cave lineplot overlaid on a portion of the Montreal quad. 
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relative to surface streams, roads, and property lines and was definitely an aid to the dye 
tracing work.  

 
Passage Descriptions  

 
Carroll River  

As you leave the ladder and head east, you progress 
into the Carroll River arm of the cave. The first part is 
large, with breakdown and the trail is well marked. As 
you pass through this large area, you start to see the 
beginnings of Carroll River as pooled water to your right 
up against the wall. Continuing on, more water pools 
appear on your left, and formations become more 
pronounced, with an abundance of soda straws, 
stalactites, and flowstone in this area. The passage is 
about 20- 30 ft wide and 10 ft tall. Soon a big bend in the 
passage is encountered and the water starts to be more 
of a continuous feature, reaching depths of 2-3 ft. More 
stalactites, flowstone, spathites (Figure 17) are found in 
this area, and, of special note, is a hanging stalactiflat 
with flowstone. Soon the Bear Claw side passage (CR1) is 
encountered on the right, so named for the abundant 
bear claw marks in the mud bank as you enter the 
passage. Please use caution here.  Soon a large complex 
column is found, and the passage becomes wall-to-wall formations. Flagging marks the 
established trail through this decorated area, but please use caution when traveling through 
this delicate area. Next, the Water Barrier is encountered. When the cave was being explored 
from the natural entrance, the Water Barrier was thought to be the end of the cave, but in 
reality, once they got passed the barrier the cave was just beginning. Beyond the barrier, the 
passage opens up again to more typical dimensions of 7-10 ft tall and 15-25 ft wide. A little 
muddy section and then CR2 is encountered on the right.  

Continuing east, the main passage becomes less decorated but enlarges to 15-20 ft tall by 
40-60 ft wide. Some moderate sized guano piles can be seen in this area as well as some boot 
sucking mud at the stream crossings. Eventually, specks of bat guano can be seen everywhere 
on the mud banks and in the stream channel. Soon, some very large guano piles appear and 
one arrives at the Lunch Room. As the name indicates, the early explorers often stopped here 
to eat, but the room has also served as a camp site for both the former and the current 
surveyors (Figure 18). Both CL1, a small crawling side passage, and CL2 (The Turnpike) intersect 

Figure 17. Spathites are a rare 
form of soda straws made of 
aragonite. Photo by Rick Hines. 
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the main passage at the Lunch Room. The Turnpike is a 1200 ft long by-pass of the main 
passage (see Figure 14) with some nice some formations and some very muddy sections. The 
main passage turns to the 
southwest at the Lunch Room and 
heads into what is arguably the 
most beautifully decorated 
passage in the cave (Figure 19). 
There is over a 1000 ft of 
continuously decorated trunk 
passage (20 ft tall X 40 ft wide), 
extending from the Lunch Room to 
the entrance of CR3 (Paradise 
Passage).   

Paradise passage is a major 
tributary that significantly 
increases the flow in Carroll River. 
It is nearly a half-mile of well 
decorated passage highlighted by 
the Azure Pool. Near the southern 
extent of the main passage is CR4 
(Trunk-in-the-Junk). Trunk-in-the-Junk starts as a modest–sized muddy canyon (8 ft tall X 10-15 
ft wide) (Figure 20) that seems to reach an end after about 300 ft into the passage. A hole going 
up through the breakdown, though, pops into the Trunk-in-the-Junk Room (82 ft long X 20-30 ft 
wide X 18 ft tall), an unexpected piece of isolated trunk passage perched on top of the 
breakdown.  

The main passage bends to the northeast after Trunk-in-the-Junk continuing as large stream 
passage with big mud banks cut by Carroll River. Passing CR5 and CR6 sides, the passage 
remains very large (10-12 ft tall X 50-80 ft wide) with periodic domes and joints in the ceiling. 
The stream continues to widen and deepen, and other than one spectacular flowstone area, is 
mostly uninteresting stream passage with big mud banks for the next 1,500 ft before 
intersecting the other end of the Turnpike. Just beyond the Turnpike is the Belfry, one of the 
largest domes in the cave at 57 ft tall that has an incredible column complex suspended about 
30 ft above the floor.  Continuing toward the Mountain Room, several side passages are 
encountered. CR9 (Domes and Canyons) is a nearly 800 ft long side passage with an impressive 
dome pit and a 300 ft long tight, winding canyon. CR10 is a very short side passage (53 ft) 
immediately next to the CR9 entrance. Past CR10, the main passage becomes more linear and 
taller (25 ft tall X 40 ft wide), with stream depths around 1.5-2 ft.  After traveling approximately 
650 ft, the entrance to CR11 is passed on the south. CR11 is a nearly 600 ft long hands and 

Figure 18. Surveyors camped at the Lunch Room circa 
1983. 
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knees crawl on dry mud 
floor. At the point where 
the main passage turns to 
the southeast, the CL3 (The 
Dagobah System) side 
passage is encountered, a 
1,200 ft long canyon that 
meanders north and east 
ending in a room with a 
blue hole in the middle 
where the stream rises and 
begins flowing. For the next 
850 ft, the main trunk is 
virtually straight and heads 
southeast. At the end of 
this straight trunk, three 
small side passages (CL4-6) 
are encountered on the 
left, the longest of which 
(CL6) has about 400 ft of 
passage.    

Soon after these side 
passages, a large joint 
determined dome crosses 
the passage, and the CL7 and 
CR12 side passages enter at 
the ceiling level.    The floor 
of the passage becomes a 
thick chert layer and the 
stream even loses a portion 
of its flow underneath this 
layer for brief sections. The 
passage begins to widen and 
one enters the start of the 
Mountain Room, the largest 
room in the cave.  The 
Mountain Room is roughly 
500 ft long by 225 ft wide 

Figure 20. Bob Lerch entering Trunk-in-the-Junk passage. 
Photo by Tony Schmitt. 

Figure 19. Bill Gee in a highly decorated portion of Carroll 
River. Photo by Rick Hines. 
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and is 90 ft tall at the tallest point. Two very large breakdown piles (the mountains) are in the 
room, both of which have ~60 ft tall domes above them. Numerous side passages extend off of 
the Mountain Room, with a few remaining to be surveyed. The room makes a sharp turn to the 
east/left at the largest of the two breakdown piles.  The widest portion of the room is mud 
floored and has a gentle slope leading up to several domes that are prime habitat for Gray and 
Indiana bats in spring and early summer.  

Beyond the Mountain Room, the Water Passage is entered, a much smaller and wetter 
section of the cave leading to the Natural Entrance. The Water Passage is about 1,000 ft long, 
and there are several unmapped side passages along it. Hibernating Gray/Indiana bat colonies 
are encountered here, as well, generally clustered on the ceiling directly over the stream during 
late fall and winter. With the creation of the Backdoor Entrance, this passage is largely avoided 
to protect the bats. The Natural Entrance is 80 feet wide and 15 feet high, with the old rebar 
gate still intact. From here, Carroll River flows out of the Natural Entrance and into Mill Creek 
approximately 1/3 mile to the east. 

 
Upper Thunder  

Including side passages, Upper Thunder River has just over seven miles of surveyed 
passage. The mainstream alone is roughly three miles of nearly all walking borehole.  Upper 
Thunder River begins at the T-Junction, near the Backdoor Entrance.  It begins as a large canyon 
passage with ceiling heights averaging 25 ft to 30 ft, often taller, and passage width ranging 
from 30 ft to 170 ft at 
its widest in the 
Collapsed Dome 
Room.  The defining 
feature of Upper 
Thunder River is most 
certainly the stream 
itself (Figure 
21).  Unlike Lower 
Thunder River, the 
stream in Upper 
Thunder is faster 
moving and flows over 
bedrock much of the 
time. Given the canyon 
like nature of the 
passage, it is often wall 
to wall water with 

Figure 21. Breakdown bridge over Upper Thunder River. Photo by Rick 
Hines. 
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narrow stream banks, except where wide meanders cut around steep mud banks. These steep 
banks can ascend 20 ft above the stream continuing with a near flat top running the length of 
the meander before dropping back down to intersect the stream.  Upper Thunder River is 
characterized by its many dramatic ceiling ledges which are often stacked one on top of 
another, protruding from the walls. The passage illustrates classic speleogenesis for the region 
– phreatic development followed by a dissecting vadose canyon. The upper portions of the 
passage are elliptical in shape, characteristic of phreatic development, with a down-cutting 
vadose stream that is also meandering sideways as it down-cuts. The floor of Upper Thunder 
varies and can be bedrock, cobble and gravel, sand, and of course, mud. However, the mud in 
Upper Thunder lacks the intensity of Lower Thunder and even Carroll River passages.  Upper 
Thunder also has an abundance of formations. Throughout the passage there are several large 
formation galleries including a 
spectacular display outside of the 
Convention Hall side passage (UL2) 
(Figure 22) and the Second Azure 
Pool (Figure 23), with its 
“Chocolate Bunny”, located just 
upstream of the Bone Room.   

Upper Thunder River is noted 
for several large side passages, 
two of which (UL2 and UL3) are 
over a mile long each.  UL2, 
historically called Convention Hall, 
is the largest tributary in Upper 
Thunder River.  This nicely 
decorated passage is effectively a 
large, multi-level canyon with a 
few dendritic arms branching off 
and several sizable dome 
rooms.  UL3 is a complex 3-D maze 
with four separate entrances. It is a sporting section of the cave with extensive crawls, a 40’ pit, 
and even a little bit of walking passage for good measure. It’s also the easiest area of the cave 
to get lost due to its many low, interconnecting passages.  Between UL2 and UL3 is the Round 
Room, which is a large room used for camping.  Beyond UL3, the main passage splits into an 
upper and lower level at the Bone Room, a sizeable room where Pleistocene bones were once 
found. The UL4/5 side passage intersects the main passage here. The upper entrance (UL4) 
extends from the Bone Room while the lower entrance (UL5) is at stream level.  

Figure 22. Formations near at the entrance to the 
Convention Hall (UL2) side passage. Photo by Rick Hines. 
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Past the Bone Room, the upper level of Thunder River is characterized by large breakdown 
areas, collapsed domes, small side passages, and a few “butt puckering” jumps across the top 
of the canyon passage with 20 ft to 30 ft of exposure. The lower level of Upper Thunder coming 
out of the Bone Room is characterized by clean washed bedrock and cobble floors with deep 
pools requiring a swim at one point. Nearly all of the side passages in Upper Thunder are on the 
south side of the cave since they are fed by Traw Hollow.  Of the few on the north, UR1 is the 
most significant both in length and beauty. The Shock and Awe section boasts some incredible 
formations (Figure 24) and the only bottle brush formation in the cave.  

Beyond the Collapsed Dome Room, the passage loses its canyon nature and the upper and 
lower levels converge into a single wide passage formed along the bedding plane. At the 
Breakdown Barrier, one must snake their way through small, tight passage with large 
breakdown slabs jutting from the ceiling.  After the Breakdown Barrier, the passage opens up to 
large trunk passage (20-30 ft tall X 40-60 ft wide) again along with a few sizeable domes.  About 
2,000 ft beyond the breakdown, the Terminal Waterfall is encountered where Upper Thunder 
River shoots out of a well-defined bedding plane.  Beyond this, the passage intersects the 
stream again and appears to come to an end shortly after as the passage makes what may be 
its final encounter with Traw Hollow.  
 

Figure 23. The second azure pool and the Chocolate Bunny in Upper Thunder River. 
Photo by Rick Hines. 
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Lower Thunder River 
The longest, most 

formidable arm of 
Carroll Cave is Lower 
Thunder River, which 
also includes the 
imposing beast that is 
DL7.  All together this 
section of the cave 
currently has 8.28 
miles of surveyed 
passage. Lower 
Thunder River is a 
stream piracy of 
impressive 
proportions.  It 
captured Carroll's 
defining stream, 
Thunder River, pulling 
it away from the cave's original west to east axis. Before the piracy, Thunder River traveled 
through what is now the Carroll River passage and emerged out of the cave's natural 
entrance.  At some point during the cave's speleogenesis, Thunder River changed course taking 
advantage of a less resistant path and began heading northwest, down-cutting towards Toronto 
Springs. The beginning of Lower Thunder River is at Thunder Falls, approximately 600 ft 
downstream of T-Junction.  Thunder Falls is a roaring 6 ft tall waterfall, where all of Thunder 
River pours down into a plunge pool forming a room 60 ft wide and 80 ft long with an average 
depth of 3 to 4 ft and a maximum depth of 10 to 12 ft at its center.  The average passage size 
for most of Lower Thunder River is approximately 30 ft wide and 15 ft to 25 ft tall, though it can 
get  over 100 ft wide in places and up to 30 ft tall. With a few exceptions, Lower Thunder River 
lacks the abundant formations which adorn so much of Carroll Cave. What it lacks in glistening 
white stalagmites and stalactites, though, it makes up for in deep, body-sucking mud. Much of 
the passage is nearly wall to wall water (Figure 25), with the stream ranging in depth from 1 ft 
to well over any caver's head in spots. Traveling through Lower Thunder River is never 
easy.  Over the years, we've found the best way to approach traveling through this section of 
cave is by wearing a wetsuit and staying in the stream as much as possible, floating or 
"crocodile crawling" much of the way.  This means traveling beneath low ceiling ledges in order 
to stay within the stream.  Many times one can find themselves floating along beneath a low 

Figure 24. Joe Sikorski sketches near the end of Shock and Awe in 
UR1. Photo by Tony Schmitt. 
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ledge in 2 to 3 ft of clear, 55o water with only 1 to 3 ft of airspace above only to see 10 to 15 ft 
tall walking passage just beyond the ceiling ledge.  

While Lower 
Thunder River has 
several side passages, 
the most noteworthy, 
and by far the most 
significant within the 
entire cave system is 
DL7, which is located 
about a mile (5,247 ft) 
downstream of T-
Junction.  All together 
DL7 has 4.32 miles of 
mostly large, borehole 
passage.  At base flow 
DL7's sharply 
meandering stream is 
little more than a trickle 
which flows between 
shallow pools.  In flood, 
it inundates all of Lower Thunder River, fully sumping miles of immense passage.  To traverse 
DL7 means climbing up and down an endless assortment of slick, muddy slopes, the worst of 
which are affectionately called the Hills of Hell.  A few thousand feet into DL7 the passage splits 
into two arms, the South Fork and the North Fork.  The South Fork contains 2,249 ft of surveyed 
passage, and an end has not been found. The majority of cave in DL7 resides within the North 
Fork. The stretch of cave beginning at the Junction Room, where the two arms diverge, all of 
the way up to end of DL7 is definitely some of the toughest passage in the cave due to its steep, 
muddy hills.    

Near the back of DL7, a drainage divide is found at the end of a low, wide crawlway (Figure 
26). The passage changes character here and drops down about 6 ft into a modest stream 
heading the opposite direction of DL7’s main stream. As we would later figure out, this stream 
was a tributary to Confusion Creek that apparently overflows at times into the main DL7 
stream. Less than 1,000 ft past the drainage divide, a low, sloppy and completely uninviting side 
passage is encountered, called the Slimy Wookie. The Wookie is about 100 ft of wet, muddy 
misery, which pops out at the top of a 10 ft tall canyon and into Confusion Creek.  Most of 
Confusion Creek is low and typically wet. The downstream becomes obstructed by gravel and 
cobble fill a few hundred feet from where intersects the Slimy Wookie. Upstream is low and 

Figure 25. Typical passage in Lower Thunder River. Photo by Rick 
Hines. 
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often impassable due to the volume of water and limited air space.  However, during one 
survey trip when Confusion Creek was dry, a short reconnaissance upstream revealed that the 
passage goes.   

Thunder River continues for another 
2,200 ft downstream of DL7.  The 
passage continues to be 30-40 ft wide 
and 20-30 ft tall borehole with a stream 
that meanders through muddy 
banks.  Several upper leads can be seen 
in the ceiling, just before the Lake 
Room.  For now, these leads have not 
been pursued given their remote 
location and the need for a ladder since 
the bedrock is far too rotten for bolting. 
Thunder River passage ends at the Lake 
Room, approximately 100 ft long and 
100 ft wide with a 40 ft tall ceiling height 
over at least 20 ft of water.  From here, 
Thunder River sumps on its way to 
Toronto Springs.  One nasty side passage 
comes into the Lake Room on the right, 
Diarrhea Falls (DR6), a back-flooding 
feature that skirts around the Lake Room 
but does not bypass the sump.  On the left, there is an upper lead that calls for exploration in 
the hopes of a continuation. No doubt, diving the Lake Room to penetrate the terminal siphon 
is possible. However, it would take a monumental effort, and for now, we're content knocking 
off the remaining dry leads in Carroll.  
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